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  Abstract: A  deep bore-hole 5 G  at Vostok Station (East Antttrctica) l'rom the
depth

 of  2755m  was  drilled by electrotnechanical  drili KEMS-I32.  During
winteri ng  of  the 40th (1995) Russian Antarctic Expedition and  summer  seasons  of

the 41st ( 1995,' 1996L 42- nd  <1996i' ]997) and  43rd (1997,i 1998} RAE  the bore-hole
was  deepened from 2755 to 3623m,

  
At

 present the bore-hole 5 G has a  complieated  stepwise  stFucture.  The  easing
with an  inner diameter ot' 165 mm  insulates the  upper  120 m  ot' the hele from
permeable firn, From  l20 m  to 22oo  m  the diameter of  the hoie is l53 mtn,  in
the deeper sections  ofthe  ho]e its diameter decreases to 1 39 mm  (between 2200 and
3095m), ]38.4mm  (3095-3321mL ]37.9mrn  (3321-3Soom)-136,2mn]  {3S{ro-
3570mL  and  135 mm  (3570 3623 m).

 The  driLling fiuid. a  mixture  of  kerosene and  Forune F-141b as  densifier, has an
average  density of  928 kglm]. [ts teve] in the hole is maintained  ttt a  depth ef9S
m.  The  difTerence betwecn the overburden  pressure of  ice und  the hydrostatic
pressure of  the thtid at the  bottom ofthe  ho]e is estimated  to be abou[  O.1 MPa.
Accordingly. the  rate  of  bore-hole closure  at the bottom is calculated  to be less
than  O.] mml}'ear.

 Data regurding  the technology  ofdrilling  by etectromechanical  drill KEMS-132
(description of  drilling complex,  e]ectromechanjcal  dri]1, casing. stability  of  the
bore-ho]e} are given.

1. Introduction

    The  drilling of' deep bore hole 5 G  at Vostok Station was  started  from the surface  in
1990, by the 3Sth Soviet Antarctic Expedition (SAE), usjng  TELGA  (Bobin et al., 1994)
and  TBZS  (Kudryashov et al., i991) thermal-type  drills (the Russian abbreviation

TELGA  means  Thermal  Electrical Drill designed in The Leningrad Mining lnstitute and
Arctic and  Antarctic Research Institute; TBZS  means  Thermal  Drill for bore-holes filled
by ]iquid). In l993, 38th Russian Antarctic Expedition (RAE), thermal  drMing ot' the
hole was  stopped  at a  depth of  27S5 m,

    In 1994 (39 RAE), because of  financial and  logistic problems, Vostok  Station was

ciosed  and  the drilling operations  suspended.  During  the 40th RAE  (1995), the drMing
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ofhole  5 G  was  resurned  from a  depth ot' 2755 m  with  a KEMS  electromechanical  drill (the

Russian abbreviatien  KEMS  means  core  electromechanical  drill) and  continued  down  to

3109 m  in the reutine  mode  of  operation.

   Beginning f'rom the  41st RAE  (1997), the drilling operations  at Vostok  have been

reduced  to short  Antarctic seasons  because ofa  general cut  in ftinding for the Russian

Antarctic Expedition. After 1995-96 (41st RAE),  1996-97 (42nd RAE)  and  1997-98

(43rd RAE)  field seasons  the hole 5G reached  a depth of  3623 m.  Since 1993 ice  coring
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 and  core  research  at Vostok Station have been continued  as a  collaborative  etfort  between
 Russia. France and  the USA.

                                2. Bore-hole

     At present the bore-hole 5G  hus a  complicated  stepwise  structure  as shown  in Fig. I.

 The casing  with an  inner diameter of  165 mm  insulates the upper  120 m  of  the hole fi'om

 permeable firn. From  I20 m  to 22oom  (thermai ice coring  with  TBZS-152  drill, where

 152 denotes the outer  diameter of  the drill head in mm),  the ealiper  (minimal) diameter of

 the hole ]s I53 mm.  In the deeper sections  of  the hole its caliper  diameter successively

 decreases to            l39mm  (between 2200 and  3095m),  138.4mm (3(D5-3321m), 137,9mm

 (332I-35oo m)-136.2  mm  (35oo-3570 m),  and  l35 mm  (3570-3623 m).

     At first, the deep bore-hole 5G  was  drilled to 25oo m  with  a  TBZS-152  thermal  drilt.

 Afte.r reaching  this depth, the drill became stuck  at 2250 m  depth level during routine

 Rulling-up operation.  By applying  high tension  the  cable  was  broken out  of  the suspen-
sion  clip  at the top  of  the drill and  pulled out  fi'om the hole. This atlowed  us  to start a

 new  
hele,

 5G-1, by making  a deviation from the old  trunk  5G at approxjmately  22oo m
depth level, that is, about  50 m  above  the lost drill. The  initial caliper  diameter ofthe  hole
5G-1 drilled with  a  TBZS-132  thermal  dritl dovL'n to 27S5m  was  133mm,  Before
employing

 a  KEMS-132  electromechunical  drill (the outside  diameter of  the cutters is up
to 135 mm).  the hole between 22oo and  2755 m  was  enlarged  up  to a diameter of  139 mm,
Since then, the ice coring  has been continued  with  the mechanical  dril] and  the newly

drilled parts of  the hole have been enlarged  in a systematic  way  as drMing advanced.  As
a result, the hole has the stepwise  pattern seen  in Fig. 1.

    
The

 total volume  of  the fluid in  the ho]e is about  60 mi.  The  drilling Huid, the
mixture  of  kerosene and  Forane F-141b as  densifier, has an  average  density of  928 kg/m3
(PashkeN'ich and  Chistyakov. 1989; Talalay and  Gundestrup, 1999), Its level in the hole
is maintained  at a depth of  95 m,  near  the firn-ice transition. The  djfi'erence between the
overburden  pressure of  ice and  the hydrostatic pressure of  the fiuid at the bottom  of  the
hole is estimated  to be about  O.1 MPa.  A ¢ cordingly,  the rate ofthe  bore-hole closure  at

the bottom is calculated to be less than O.1 mm/year.

    
The  hole 5G has a  negligible  inclination from the surface  to the 22oo m  depth, In

the deeper parts, the deviation ofthe  5G-1 hole freni the vertical  ranges  from 6 to 8 degrees.

                               3. Equipment

3.L DrttUTng conipihr

    The drilling complex  at Vostok station  {Fig. 2) includes drilling building 1, tower2.
winch  3 with  cable  4, control  desk 5, drill 6, drill handling device 7 and  DC  generator8.
The telemetry ¢ ontrol  ofthe  drilling process is assured  by the systern  that is able  to operate
at Iow temperatures  (up to -60"C),  and  high pressures (up to 40 MPa)  in the bore-hole
fi11ed with  drilling fluid.
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3,2 Ckesing

    Before replacing  the thermal  drill with  an  electromechanical  one  in the upper  part of
the bore-hole (O- 120 m)  the casing  assembled  of  fiberglass tubes  was  mounted  in order  to
insulate the hole from the porous firn strata. All casing  equipment  {tubes, connoctions,

mechanicat  reamer,  TV  camera  fbr observation  in hole) was  prepared by LGGE  (Grenoble,
France).

    
Untike most  of  the cases, at Vostok the casing  was  mounted  in the cxisting  deep hole

when
 
its.

 depth was  already  2755 m,  The  main  difference of  this casing  from the design
utiljzed in Greenland (Johnsen et  ai,, 1994) and  at Dome  C  {see paper {n thjs volume)  is
the construction  of  the lower part (Fig. 3).

    Before introducing the casing  into the hole, the upper  part of  the bore-hole was
enlarged  from 180 to 220 mm  with  a mechanical  reamer.  Surt'ace holes (6) of  the lower
casing section  were  taped  and  the space  between the  inner tube  <1) andjacket  <2) xN'as filled
by water.  Then  water  wus  frozen, tape was  removed  and  an  aluminum  thermal shoe  was

attached  to the lowest tube,

    While tubes  were  run  into the hoLe, the electric  wires  were  fixed on  the surface  by
clamps,  When  the shoe  (3} ofthe  bottom section  reached  the 1edge atadepth  of120  m

the power ofthermal  element  (7) was  switched  on  and  the ice began to melt.  The casing

pulled down  smoothly  and  the heating was  stopped  when  the column  had lowered into the
ice by O.5 m,  In order  to refreeze  water  near the shoe  and  to ensure  impenetrability efthis
zone  the casing  column  was  left ut rest  fbr somc  time. Then the upper  thermal  element,

Fig. 3. Bottotn se('tion  of casing' i- inner baneL' 2-jackec'
      3-bottom  ofjoekec' 4-shoe: 5-nichrotne spiraL' 6-
      hole.s' 7-thermat eletnenc'  8-electric vvires:

j
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nichrome  spiral (5). was  switched  on,  resulting  in melting  the ice between the inner tube

(1) andjacket  (2). The  total height ofthe  reft'ozen-water  cork  that seals  the casing  to the

ice is estimated  to be about  2 m.

    The behavior of  the casing,  especially  its lowest section.  during running  was  controlled

using  a  TV  camera.  Observation of  the casing  bottom revealed  the absence  of  icicles or

oozings  on  the surface of  the hole below  the shoe.

    Then  the liquid level v"'as raised  bur it was  impossible to raised  it above  42 m  t'rom

the surface  (the level ef  liquid was  measured  by a special  sensor  wjth  accuracy  of  ± O,05

m),  At first we  decided that the casing  was  leaking at the depth of  42 m,  but then  tests

with  air compressed  in the casing  showed  that casing  is water  proofi In further drilling

the liqu{d level was  at the  depth from 66 to 104 m.  higher than the depth of  the  permeable

zone  at Vostok station,  This means  that bottom of  the casing  is water  proef too.

3.3. Electromechanicat cbmu

    A  schematic  of  the KEMS-l32  electromechanical  ice-core driLl (Kudryashov et al.,

1994) is shown  in Fig. 4. The  electromechanical  ice core  drill operates  in the fo11owing

mode.  The  rotation  from the  rotor  of  the electric  motor  (5) is transmitted, rhrough  the

reducer  (4), to the core  barrel (2) and  the drill head (1). The  ice chips  carried  by the fiuid

current  are  collected by the filter (3), The  fiuid sucked  up  by the pump  (6) flows through

the holes that are  rnade  in the shafts  of  the reducer  and  electric  motor.  After passing

through  the filter the ¢ lean fluid fio",s away  fi;om the drill. The antitorque  system  (7)

prevents rotation  of  the upper  part of' the drill during cering.

      7lechizi['al charac'teristi(is of
Diameter of  driLl head:
     

-outer. mm

     -lnner, mm

Length ofcore  barrel, m

Driving motor:    L.

     -voltage, 
lv'

     -rotation speed.  r/m

Rotatien speed  of  dril] head, ri'm

Average rute o[' penetratien. mlh:

     in ice up  to

     in subglaeial  rocks  up  to

Length. m
Weight, kg

KEi'lrfS-132 i('e core  `ZriU

13S106

 3

three-phuse  AC  220

           2800

         90-2. 20

 20
 1.5.8

 13

 [40

                             4. Performance

    The  work  of  the drM on  the bottom  includes the following major  processes: 1)

destruction-cutting of' ice; 2) cleaning  ofthe  hole bottom from the ice chips;  3) collecting

of  ice chips  in the filter, These three processes are  interrelated and  affect  each  other.

    The  key parameters of  an  electromechanical  drill that controls  the eMciency  of  ice

coring  are: 1) geometrical characteristics  ofcutters;  2) speed  ofdrill  head rotation  (speed

of  cutting);  3) cutting  depth per rcvotution  of  the  drilling head (shaving thickness); 4)
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FZg. 4Electromechanieat  ice c'ere  ctrM  KEMS-132.' I-duU
heaat' 2-core harreL' 3-ehip chamber  incittding chip

.tZtteny' 4-reducec  5-dfiving eleetric  motoc'  6-petnJp;
7-antitotque s.J･stem; 8-hammer  btock; 9--electrie
chambec  iO-eable szaspension  etip; ll-cable.
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desig.n of  the fitters and  channets  for ice£ hip collection:  5} pararneters of the pump,
creating  near-bottom  circulation of  a fluid.

    Thg beginning of  the coring  with  an  electromechanical  drill was  characterized  by
graduaHncrease  ot- the length ofa  drilting run  (Fig, 5), as drillers became more  experienced,

Then  the drilling stabiiized  at an average  run  length of  about  2.8 m.  Deeper than  2930 m,
the

 
instability

 of  drilling appeared  again,  now  progressively increasing with  depth.
Particularly. unexpected  .iamming  of  the drilling head often  occurred  even  at low drilling
pressures, that is. at penetration speeds  of  about  1 m/h  or  less, The  increasing of  the fluid
density by addition  ot' a  significant  amount  of  the densifier (Forane F-14]b) has made  it   'possible

 to stabilize  the process at the beginning ofthe  41st RAE  season,  However, by the
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end  ofthis  season,  in spite  of  all possible measures  applied,  the length ofa  dri11ing run  was

decreasing dramatical]y, and  eventually  the drilling operations  suere  practically stopped.

    In the next  field season,  certain  changes  were  brought into design ot' the drill which

altowed  resumption  ef  the drilling operations. Howes･er. at the end  of  this season  the

decrease in the length ofa  drilling run  Cup to complete  stop  ofcoring)  occurred  again.  It

is worth  noting  that in the two  latter cases  the stoppage  ot' coring  was  not  tmssociated  with

jamming of  the  drill head, Efficiency ofdrilling  was  reduced  dramatically, and  sticklng

ot' the drill head due to the presence of  ice chips  at  the ho]e bottom was  occui'ring

immediately after beginning ofa  drilling run.  Interesting]y, the problems "'ith  penet.ratm..g

the  ice mostly  occurred  in the ice strata  formed under  warni  (interglacial)                                                                   climatic

conditions  as  indicated by the isotope content  of  the  recovered  ice core.  These 
`Linter-

glacial" ice strata  are  characterized  by coarse-grained  ice texture in contrast  to 
`"glacial"

strata  that are  typically represented  by fine-grained ice.

    In spite  of  improvements in the design of  some  units  efthe  drill, at the beginning of

the 43rd RAE  season  rhe drilling was  unstable  again.  Only after  certain changes  in the

geometry of  the cutter aimed  to decrease sticking  of  the ice chips  to the drill head wtis  th.e

drilling continued.  The  basal section  of  the ice sheet  in the vicinity  o(' Vostok Station is

characterized  by eleNated  temperature  (-10"C). In cases  when  the near-bottom  fluid

circulation  slightly  differs from its normal  rnode,  the ice chips  can  stick  together and  form

an  icy shee,  which  does not  allow  further ice cutting.  All cutters  used had a  clearapce

angle  of  about  5'. Ice chips,  sticking  on  the bottom side  of  the cutters,  form a  sgrt  ot' ,icy

platform, on  which  the rorating  drill head (Fig, 6) can  slide  in the hole xN'ithout  Jamming

without  penetrating the ice. To  prevent sticking,  the clearance  angle  was  increased up  to

 15": in addition,  the cutters  and  the body ofthe  drill head were  covered  -'ith a thin Teflon

 layer. These rneasures  have made  it possible to significantly increase the etHciency  of  ice

 destructjon and  chip  removal  from the hole bottom. As  the result. ice coring  during the

 43rd RAE  season  was  performed in the routine  mode  of  operations.
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Fig. 6.
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    In order  to improve collecting  of  ice chips  in the chip  chamber  (due to increase ofthe
chip  density), the diameter of  the firter pipe was  enlarged  by a  factor of  two, This
modification  made  it possib]e to slightly  increase the density of  ice chips, However,  this
density continued  to decrease as the dri]ling advanced  in the basal stratum  ofthe  ice sheet
formed

 by uccreted  ice. It appears  that the structure  and  density of  ice chips  substantially

depend on  the textura] properties and  the temperature of  the destroyed glaeier ice.

                         5. Stability of  the bore-hole

    To prevent hole closure,  the bore-hole is fi11ed with  a  drMing  fiuid. The hydrostatic
pressure ofthe  fiuid in the hole can  be estimated  by using  the fo11owjng two  techniques:

   direct pressure measurernents  by pressure gauge, and  (2) catcu]ation  of  the fluid(1)pre$sure
 based on  accurate  density measurements  perfbrmed on  the fluid samples  that were

collected  at diflerent depths in the bore-hole.

    In the present paper we  present on]y  the results  obtained  by the latter method.  The
data obtained  with  the pressure gauge that was  employed  tbr the fluid pressure measure-
ments  in the hole S G  after  the drilJing had been stopped  will  be discussed elsewhere,

    Betbre the swjtch  from thermal  drilling to mechanical  drilling, the average  density of
the hole fiuid was  about  880 kg/m]. At that density the diiference between the ice pressure
and  the fluid pressure at the ho]e bottom exceeded  IObars provided the fluid level was

maintained  at 80 m  below  the surface.
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    To decrease the pressure ditlerence, a  large amount  ofdrilling  fluid was  removed  from

the hole so  that the fiuid level dropped  down  to 300 m  below the surftice. Then the

bore-hole "'as  fi11ed again  from fhe surface  with  6tons  of  halogenated solvcnt  and  2 tons

of  Forane F-141b as  densifiers. From  a  simple  estimate.  the lluid ]evel after  addition  of

such  amount  of  the  densifiers should  be fbund at a depth of  40 m.  However,  the  fluid

level was  measured  to be 1:O m  below the surface.  Measurernents of  the liquid density in

the hole {Figs. 7 and  8) have sho-n,  that the pressure of  fiuid at the hole bottom did not
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change  significantly  and  thus  two  tons of  densifier was  been lost in the hole.

     It is possible that a  significant  amount  of  heaNs/ fluid entered  into cracks  in the wall
ofthe  hole when  the fluid ]evel was  only  3oo m  below the surface.  As  in the case  ofthe
fractured ice core  that was  retrjeved  from the  brittle zone  in the ice sheet,  these cracks  in
the hole could  occur  because of  the high pressure in air bubbles in ice,

    
We

 
have

 
an

 alternative  opinion  on  this phenomenon.  According to preliminary
calculations  the pressure difi'erence at the depth of  600 m  should  be equal  to 10bars.
However,

 based ofthe  resu]ts ofpressure  measurements  in the borehole the fluid pressure
at this depth was  less than 1bar than  the ice overburden  pressure. It is possible that at
the depth of  6oo m  hydraulic fracture had taken  piace and  part of  the heavy liquid lef't the
bore-he]e 4G. The mouth  ofthe  bore-hoje 4G  was  situated  20 m  from bore-hole 5G. It
v,'as

 
not

 possible to check  this assumption  because the hole 4G was  plugged by ice chips.
The  lost densifier did not  return  to the hole after  the  drilling was  restarted.  This fact
indirectly suppotts  the Iatter hypothesis,

    The  experience  with  the ]ost drMing ftuid was  taken  into uccount  to aveid  similar
accidents  during continuation  of' the operations.  For addition  of' the densifier into the
hole, a special  device (tanker) was  employed  which  allowed  de]ivering of  the densifier to
the desired depth in the bore-hole. By doing so, step  by step  the  fluid densjty profile was
"flattened",

 as  can  be seen  fi'om density-depth curves  based on  regular  density measure-

ments  (see Fig, 7), Shown  in Fig. 9 are  the data on  fluid Ievel ¢ hanges since  the time  when

operations  with  the clectromechanica]  dril] were  started.

    The analysis  of  the data presented in Figs. 7 and  9 reveals interesting behavior of  the
fluid tevel in the  hole. By comparing  the data on  fluid density and  level, one  can  come
to

 
the

 
conclusion

 that it is impossible to create  in the present hole fluid pressure exceeding

                                                               Depht, m
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Diagram
 of Liguid la7et for ch"iLti}ig by electroinec'hanical  dui17 (the cunvnt  dle)oths at

      )i'hi('h the kerosene was  po"ned  into the hole are indieated bj' rhembi,'  the dnths of the
      

dens('fZer pouring are  indu'ated tu' ,squares; the ,iigures show  rhe aniount  qf densifer
      dbfii,ered inro the ho@.  

'
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the overburden  pressure ofice.  This is

tNlp'o cases  of  the densifier addition,  and

in the bore-hoie (Figs, 7 and  9).

illustrated by decrease of  the fluid level in the  last

by data ot' regular  measurements  of  fiuid pressure

6. Conclusions

    The  experience  ofdeep  drilling at Vostok station  is unique.  The  equipment  
apd

 
t4e

tochnology  of drilling at various  specific  conditions  iNFere repeatedly  modified  to achieve  in

each  case  the optimal  mode  of  operation,  the maximal  productivity of  coring  and                                                                     better

quality ofthe  ice core  retrieved.  The data obtained  during deep drilling at Vostok  
Station

allow  better understanding  of  the problems that one  may  face w'hen  dri11ing ln the deep and

cold  ice.
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